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ABSTRACT 

Holistic-subjective automatic grading of sawn timber by a partial least squares (PLS) regression 

model required training of the model. This study tests the sensitivity towards systematic changes of a 

specialized PLS model, trained on a selected type of material suitable for a specific paneling product, when 

used to grade sawn timber systematically different than the material it was trained on. A sawmills automatic 

scanning system used cameras to measure knot and bark features on 900 planks. Each plank was split into 

three boards, and each board was shaped into an indoor paneling product and manually graded as desirable 

or undesirable at a planing mill. The plank grade was decided as the majority of the board-grade outcome. 

The knot and bark measurements were used to create a large set of feature variables for each plank that was 

correlated to the plank’s grade by PLS regression. Of the 900 available planks, 434 planks sawn from top 

logs were used as a class-balanced specialized training set, with half of the planks resulting in a majority of 

desirable boards. The regression model trained on the class-balanced specialized training set was used to 

grade a test set of 282 planks, containing 64 planks that by manual classification of automatically captured 

images were determined to be sawn from butt logs and were systematically different from the training 

material. The PLS model’s grading accuracy of the planks sawn from top logs was 76%, compared to 70% 

for the plank sawn from butt logs. The grading outcome resulted in a higher proportion of both delivered 

planks from the sawmill and received desirable planks by the planing mill when grading planks from top 

logs as compared to planks from butt logs. The results indicated that a specialized PLS model should not 

be used for a generalized use-case. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Automatic grading is the most common way of grading sawn timber in today’s sawmills. For visual 

appearance grading of sawn timber, rule-based automatic grading (RBAG) by a camera-based system is a 

commonly used approach. This study is a continuation of the studies by Olofsson et al. [1, 2] and has the 

same parties involved, with the same industrial planing mill representing the customer. The collaborating 

sawmill uses visual RBAG to grade planks for delivery to the planing mill. For RBAG, a set of grading 

rules has to be defined to govern the grading outcome. Such rules are well defined to follow grading 

standards, such as the Nordic Timber Grading Rules [3], and controls e.g. the maximum allowed size and 

number of a specific feature for a specific grade. Appearance grading standards mostly specify rules 

regarding knots, as these are the main features affecting the general appearance of planks and will be the 

focus of this study. RBAG of standardized sawn timber has been used to a great extent so that standardized 

products are available at different sawmills. However, since not all customers are interested in the 

standardized grades, customization is sometimes required. As discussed in [1, 2, 4–6], RBAG can be 

intricate to customize due to mainly two difficulties, summarized by Olofsson et al. [1]: 

(I) It is sometimes difficult for customers to describe their subjective view of the desired plank quality 

in a way that can easily be defined in objective grading rules. 

(II) The number of feature variables that can be controlled to specify a grade is often more than enough 

to make customization complicated. 



 

These customization difficulties incentivized the studies [1, 2, 4–6] to grade sawn timber by a holistic-

subjective automatic grading (HSAG) method, i.e. a grading methodology that grades the entire piece 

subjectively.  

In the works [1, 2, 4–6] and in this study, multivariate partial least-squares (PLS) regression [7, 8]1 

was used to implement HSAG of Scots pine sawn timber. The works [4–6] used PLS regression based 

HSAG to grade sawn timber for the North-African market, while the studies [1] and [2] used the same 

method to grade sawn timber for an industrial planing mill customer in Sweden. The main benefit of using 

specifically PLS regression models for HSAG is its ease of use. The use of PLS-based HSAG also solves 

the two difficulties with customizing RBAG for a specific customer [1, 2, 4–6], since [1]: 

(I) The customer needs only to specify whether or not they want each piece of sawn timber—no rule-

based description is then necessary. 

(II) The number of available parameters to be controlled is irrelevant as the HSAG uses multivariate 

PLS regression. 

One introduced difficulty with using PLS-based HSAG is the requirement to train the multivariate 

regression model, and this requirement comes with some concerns regarding the material selection for 

training. The PLS model needs to find a balance between being specialized and generalized, where 

“specialized” meaning a PLS model trained on a specially selected type of material for a specific type of 

grading, and “generalized” meaning a PLS model trained on a diverse material meant for more robust 

general purpose grading. The problem with training a grading system to be either specialized or generalized 

is the difficulty of selecting training material that is as representative as possible of the material that the 

grading system is intended for. The planing mill customer that was the focus in [1] and [2], and will again 

be the focus in this study, preferably wants to purchase sawn material with mostly sound knots for its 

indented product. To provide suitable log material, the collaborating sawmill in the studies [1] and [2] pre-

sorted the logs before sawing and trained a specialized PLS model to grade sawn material from top logs. A 

generalized alternative would have been to not pre-sort the logs and train a generalized PLS model on any 

sawn material of suitable dimensions. Test number 1 by Olofsson et al. [2] was made to test how a PLS 

model graded dusty plank when it was only trained on ordinary clean planks. Such a PLS model can be 

thought of as specialized since it was trained specifically to grade “clean” newly sawn and dried timber to 

a customer. The test exposed the specialized PLS model to a generalized grading test to grade dusty sawn 

timber. The test was meant to show how the PLS model performed when grading sawn timber with a 

disturbance, the dust, that the PLS model was not prepared for. The result was a slight reduction in grading 

accuracy that slightly worsened the sorting outcome. Similarly, this study will test how a specialized PLS 

model will grade sawn timber that it was not trained for by testing a PLS model on sawn timber 

systematically different from the sawn timber it was trained on. The difference between the two tests is that 

the test in this study is with regards to systematic differences while test number 1 by Olofsson et al. [2] was 

with regards to disturbances. 

As the planing mill customer requires sawn timber originating from top logs with mostly sound 

knots for its intended product, sawn material from butt logs with mostly dead knots will be used as a 

systematically different test material. The objective of this study was to test the sensitivity of PLS-based 

HSAG towards systematic changes in the training and testing material, by training a PLS model on sawn 

timber from top logs and testing it on sawn timber from butt logs. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 The data collection, variables construction, PLS-grading implementation, and testing methodology 

in this study closely follows the procedures described in more detail by Olofsson et al. [1]. 

                                                      
1 See abstract of [7] for a quick overview of PLS regression and [1] for a more detailed and applied explanation. 



 

The material 

 The material used in the study consisted of data from 900 Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) planks. 

Selected logs were cant sawn at Kåge sawmill and resulted in a center yield of two planks of 50 by 150 mm 

in cross-section and between 3.4 and 5.7 m in length. The sawn timber was dried to 14% moisture content 

before being scanned at the sawmill’s dry-sorting station, using a FinScan Boardmaster [9]. The sawn 

timber was delivered to Lundgren's planing mill where each plank was split into three boards and each 

board was shaped to an indoor paneling product, and manually graded as of a desirable grade A or an 

undesirable grade B. Each plank from the sawmill was given the average grade of its resulting boards after 

splitting and shaping, e.g. a plank resulting in two boards of grade A was given the grade A. All plank 

grades were stored in a response-grade vector 𝑦. 

Data from the 900 planks was collected during three separate studies, 618 planks for the studies [1] 

and [2] and 282 for this study, resulting in three combined data sets. The 618 planks from studies [1] and 

[2] were sawn from pre-sorted top logs (with some error margin), based on 3D surface data and top 

diameter. Specifically, the log sorting was performed to select logs containing sound knots, which for Scots 

pine dominantly means top logs with some middle logs. For simplicity, these logs are generalized to all be 

top logs. The planks added to the total data set in this study consisted of 282 planks, of which 69 (24%) 

originated from butt logs. The data set collected for study [2] was the dusty data set mentioned in the 

introduction. Olofsson et al. [2] concluded that the potential negative effects of training on the dusty data 

set were outweighed by the benefits of training on a larger data set. Therefore, no further distinction will 

be made for the dusty data set.  

Data collection 

The 900 planks in this study were all ID marked before being scanned by a FinScan Boardmaster 

[9] at the dry-sorting station at Kåge sawmill. The Boardmaster automatic scanning and grading system can 

measure plank features such as knots, cracks, wane, bark inclusion, etc., and saves each feature’s size, 

position, and classification. These measurements were the foundation of the HSAG and the feature variables 

used were therefore carefully selected with regards to the planing mill customer. Since knot features were 

important to the customer and especially difficult to describe subjectively by a set of grading rules, see 

points I and II in the introduction, features regarding knots were selected to be used for HSAG. As bark 

pockets were also important for the planing mill, bark features were also selected. The selected knot and 

bark features were stored and all other features were disregarded throughout the study—including during 

manual grading of the finished product at the planing mill. Since feature size, position, and classification is 

not sufficiently descriptive enough to describe the subjective quality outcome at the planing mill, the feature 

measurements were used to create a large set (matrix) of feature variables 𝑿 by an additional software tool. 

Each row 𝒙 represented a plank observation and each column represented a feature variable. The software 

tool calculated 22 variables, for 6 different defect types, on 3 faces of each plank—edges together, and in 

9 different zones, for a total of 22·6·3·9=3564 feature variables, see Table 1 and Figure 1 by Olofsson et 

al. [1]. An example of such a feature variable could read “Sum of the defect area, of dead knots, on the 

inner face, in zone 3”. 

Butt log identification 

 Of the 900 planks available for this study, 618 planks were sawn from top logs and were available 

for training of prediction models. Of the remaining 282 planks, 69 planks were manually classified as sawn 

timber origination from butt logs. The butt-log origin of the sawn timber was determined by identifying 

planks with characteristics of butt logs, using images automatically captured by the Boardmaster during the 

data collection at the dry sorting station, see Figure 1. The images were created by an external software tool 

that combined 3 camera images per plank face. One typical knot-characteristic of butt-log planks is a large 

proportion of small dead knots. In this manual classification step, all available knowledge was used to 

identify butt-log material as accurately as possible. 



 

 
Figure 1. Example of faces of four ID-marked planks, where the two on the top were determined to be 

sawn from butt logs and the two on the bottom were determined to be sawn from top logs. These images 

were not used for feature detection by the Boardmaster and were stitched together from three camera images 

per face after the data collection at the dry-sorting station using a Matlab script. 

PLS implementation 

Partial least-squares regression (PLS) was used to correlate the feature variables in 𝑿 with the 

response vector 𝒚 by multivariate linear regression, using the SIMCA 14 software [10]. The 

multidimensional regression line is then the prediction model trained on a sub-sample of 𝑿, containing 217 

planks of grade A and 217 of grade B from the 618 planks sawn from top logs. The reason for the use of a 

subsample of 434 planks during training is to avoid training a bias prediction model due to class imbalance 

[11]. The data of the superfluous planks of grade A was discarded. Since the PLS model was trained on 

sawn timber from top logs that are specifically suitable for the planing mill customer, the PLS model can 

be considered specialized. 

By representing the plank grade A as 1, and the plank grade B as 0, a new observation can have its 

grade predicted by the regression line between 0 and 12. In this way, the predicted grade value can be 

thought of as a probability that the plank’s grade is A, e.g. if a new plank is measured as a new row 𝒙, and 

the regression line predicts the grade-value 𝑦 as 0.68, the plank should probably be classified as of grade 

A. However, a threshold has to be introduced somewhere between 0 and 1 (commonly 0.5) to decide the 

grade, which introduces a simple control over the grading outcome. For example, the sawmill could decide 

to use a threshold of 0.80 which would select planks for delivery to the customer that, by measurements 

standpoint, are very similar to distinct grade A planks. Such a selective prediction model would deliver 

grade A planks with very high grading accuracy, but to very low volumes, i.e a low yield of planks of grade 

A (see Figure 5 by Olofsson et al. [1] for more detail).  

The focus of this study was on optimizing grading accuracy, where previous studies by Olofsson et 

al. [1, 2] have shown that an optimal threshold value is somewhere close to the range 0.50–0.60 for this 

specific implementation. 

RESULTS 

To test the sensitivity of product-adapted PLS-based HSAG towards systematic changes in the 

training and testing material, a PLS model was trained on the class-balanced set of 434 planks sawn from 

top logs and tested on the 282 planks sawn from both top logs and butt logs. The SIMCA 14 software used 

performed cross-validation to prevent overfitting and created two principal components for the prediction 

model. Based on the predicted grade-value of the class-balanced set of 434 planks from self-prediction, the 

optimal grade-separating threshold was estimated to be 0.488. This threshold was used to grade the set of 

282 planks. 

Table 1 shows the manual grading outcome at the planing mill, showing the disproportionate 

number of grade A planks sawn from top logs vs butt logs, where 67% of the top logs resulted in grade A 

planks compared to 36% of the butt logs. 

                                                      
2 The predicted grade can lie outside the range 0–1 e.g. if the new observation is more extreme in 𝒙 than any 

observation in the training set 𝑿. 



 

 

Table 1 Manual grading outcome at the planing mill of the 282 planks sawn from both top logs and butt 

logs, classified manually by staff at the planing mill. 

Sawn timber from Number of planks Planks of grade A Planks of grade B 

All logs 282 168 (60%) 114 (40%) 

Top logs only 213 143 (67%) 70   (33%) 

Butt logs only 69 25   (36%) 44   (67%) 

The PLS model trained on the 434 planks sawn from top logs was used to grade the 282 planks 

detailed in Table 1. The prediction outcome is shown in the confusion matrices in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 Confusion matrices of the prediction results of the PLS model that was trained only on planks 

sawn from top logs and used to predict a set of planks from both top logs and butt logs. The prediction 

results are shown for all sawn material at the top and separately for the planks from top logs and butt logs 

below. Sorting outcome is also shown. Delivered planks shows the proportion of the scanned planks 

delivered from the sawmill, i.e. all planks graded as of grade A. Received A-planks shows the proportion 

of received planks by the planing mill that were correctly graded as of grade A. 

   Predicted  

Sawn timber 

from 
Result Number Grade A Grade B 

Grading 

Accuracy 

A
ll

 l
o
g
s 

Grade A planks 168 135 33 80% 

Grade B planks 114 40 74 65% 

Total 282 175 107 74% 

Delivered planks 175 (62%)    

Received A-planks 135 (77%)    

T
o

p
 l

o
g
s 

Grade A planks 143 117 26 82% 

Grade B planks 70 26 44 63% 

Total 213 143 70 76% 

Delivered planks 143 (67%)    

Received A-planks 117 (82%)    

B
u

tt
 l

o
g

s 

Grade A planks 25 18 7 72% 

Grade B planks 44 14 30 68% 

Total 69 32 37 70% 

Delivered planks 32   (46%)    

Received A-planks 18   (56%)    



 

DISCUSSION 

The results of this study show the possibilities of using automatically captured images to classify 

sawn material since images were the foundation of creating the distinctly different separation of sawn 

material from butt logs and top logs (Table 1). 

The sawn timber from butt logs was systematically different and yielded much fewer planks of 

quality A for the planing mill customer than the sawn timber from top logs (Figure 1, Table 1), clearly 

showing why the planing mill purchases sawn timber from top logs. As the PLS model was trained 

specifically on sawn timber from top logs, as this material is suitable for the planing mill customer, the 

model was considered specialized. When the PLS model was used to grade sawn timber originating from 

top logs, as it was intended for, the grading accuracy was 76%, and, out of the scanned planks, 143 (67%) 

was delivered to the planing mill of which 117 (82%) yielded a majority of the desirable quality A boards 

(Table 2). Using the specialized PLS model for its indented use-case graded the sawn timber with similar 

grading accuracy as in the corresponding tests by Olofsson et al. [1, 2], showing that this implementation 

of product adapted HSAG is consistent over the course of three studies. 

Table 2 shows that the specialized PLS model did not grade the sawn material from butt logs with 

the same level of grading accuracy as sawn material from top logs with 70% compared to 76% correctly 

graded planks, respectively. The lower grading accuracy is due to the systematically different butt log 

testing material. In test number 4 by Olofsson et al. [2], it was shown that the PLS model could not be 

trained to take the effect of the dust into account, in an attempt to increase the grading accuracy when 

grading dusty planks. This could be attributed to the random nature of the effect of the dust on the sawn 

material, as the dust seemingly randomly obscured or distorted the plank features during feature detection 

by the camera based Boardmaster. In this study, the systematically different material was sawn timber from 

butt logs, with a measurable systematic difference (Figure 1). In theory, this means that the sawn material 

from butt logs could be used for training to create a more generalized PLS model that could grade sawn 

timber from butt logs with similar accuracy as sawn timber from top logs. However, in this study, no 

generalized PLS model could be trained due to the lack of sawn material from butt logs. Lycken and Oja 

[4] estimated that a minimum of 100 planks per grade is required for training, which is supported by 

Olofsson et al. [1, 2]. This estimation of the required minimum number of planks could be extrapolated to 

each systematically different set of training material, which in the case of class-balanced sawn material 

from butt logs would require 100 planks of grade A and 100 planks of grade B, compared to the 25 and 44 

planks available in this study. Future studies should investigate the possibilities of training PLS models on 

systematically different material to test the grading accuracy of a generalized PLS model vs a specialized 

PLS model in both a specialized and generalized use-case. This study can only conclude that a specialized 

PLS model is not suitable for a generalized use-case, as the grading accuracy is significantly lower. 

The lower grading accuracy of sawn material from butt logs indicates that both the sawmill and 

planing mill will experience a poor sorting outcome (Table 2). Of the graded material from butt logs, the 

sawmill only gets to deliver 46% of the scanned planks, and, out of the delivered planks, the planing mill 

would only be able to use 56% of the planks to produce a majority of their desirable product of grade A. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The specialized multivariate PLS model, trained on sawn timber from top logs, graded the 

systematically different sawn timber from butt logs worse than the material the model was trained on. 

Theoretical arguments support the claim that sawn timber from butt logs could be included in the training 

set to create a generalized PLS model that could be used to grade sawn timber from either top log or butt 

logs without great loss of grading accuracy. 

The result of this study is based on manual classification of sawn timber, as originating from top 

logs or butt logs, using automatically captured images. The possibility to automatically capture and use 

images of sawn timber opens up the opportunity of future work to train PLS models (or other machine 

learning implementations) based on image classification.  
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